WATERVILLE VALLEY
BIKING TRAILS
NORTH END

North End
Bean Bender

.62mi

Deep Woods

.62mi

Elephant Rock

.47mi

Greeley Path

.62mi

Livermore Rd.

2.5mi

Lower Snows Mtn. Trail

2.5mi

Pipeline Trail

.62mi

Swazeytown

.62mi

The Connector

.93mi

Upper Snows Mtn. Trail

.62mi
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Beginner Biking Trail

Figure Three

.62mi

Inner Mad River Trail

.93mi

Mike’s Dream

.62mi

Pond Loop

1.25mi

Roadside

.3mi

Snows Brook Trail

1.25mi

Swans Way

2.5mi

Village Trail

.93mi

Intermediate Biking Trail
Expert Biking Trail

N

See detailed description on back.

Parking fees apply in some areas.

SOUTH END

Located in the White Mountain National Forest

For more info visit waterville.com, or call 1-800-GO-VALLEY

Insider Tip
Experience some beautiful trails from the top of
the Snow’s mountain lift, including Cascade Path!
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POPULAR HIKING TRAILS
N

3.4 mi, Roundtrip

cascade path

4.4 mi, Roundtrip

Mount tecumseh Trail
This is a DIFFICULT rocky trail that ascends Mount Tecumseh
[4003ft], offering easterly views, & then descends the other side.

1.4 mi, Roundtrip

This is a short, EASY trail that leads to the banks of the Mad
River [1600 ft], where there are some enormous White Pine trees.

This is a MODERATE hike that brings you to a beautiful series
of seven cascades [1800ft], falling down the rocky gorge of Cascade Brook. Even on the hottest days, the water runs cold; but
neverthelss, it’s a popular site for swimmers. The trail begins
at the base of the Cascade Ridge housing development, just
beyond the Snow’s Mountain parking lot.

Located in the White Mountain
National Forest

Hiking trails are maintained by WVAIA. Please support
WVAIA with the purchase of a map from one of the Town
Square shops. Visit wvaia.org.

For more info visit waterville.com

The Cascade Path continues straight past the bridge into the
woods and begins to climb gradually toward the cascades.
It takes 15 minutes to reach the first cascade, where the trail
crosses the brook, and ascends more steeply through thick
woods up the left-hand side. The footbed is rough with roots
and rocks. From this side, the viewing and access to the water
are the best; however, at high water, the crossing can be difficult. At the top, the trail loops over another USFS bridge, and
descends down the other side of the cascades, reconnecting at
the base of the first cascade.

It ascends an open grassy hillside, passes alongside the Cascade Ridge road, and continues straight [the road turns up to
the right]. Shortly after that, the Boulder Path diverges left. The
Cascade Path continues up the hill, and soon crosses the Cascade Ridge Road that has looped back around from the right.
On the other side of the road, the trail ascends what’s left of
the former alpine ski trail, “Beanbender.” Five minutes later, the
Cascade Path diverges left into the woods, traversing the rocky
northern foothills of Snow’s Mountain, past the Elephant Rock
Trail diverging right, and eventually descending down to a
small footbridge that leads you to Lower Snow’s Mountain x-c
ski trail. Hike up the ski trail to a USFS bridge over the Cascade
Brook that leads to the Norway Rapids Trail.

It begins off Livermore Road, after the big boulder on the right
and a short rise in the road. It’s a thin little trail that winds
through a flat evergreen forest. There are two short somewhat
steep sections as you make your way down to the river’s flood
plain, before the trail ends beside the Mad River.

Goodrich Rock

5 mi, RoundTrip

This is a MODERATE trail that winds creatively through a field
of large boulders. It ends on top of the largest boulder [2250
ft], ascended by a tall ladder, where there are great views of the
valley peaks, and down the Mad River valley.
It begins off the Greeley Ponds Trail about 30 minutes from the
parking lot. It climbs somewhat steeply at first, steadily up to a
set of stone and wooden steps. From there, it levels off, crosses
a small brook and begins to encounter the Davis Boulders, a favorite destination for children. It passes through broken-open
chunks of granite and under a cave-like passageway. After a set
of stepping-stones across a wetland area, it traverses a conifer
forest, and eventually circles around to the ladder that brings
you to the top of Goodrich Rock.

Snow’s Mt. Trail

3.7 mi, RoundTrip

This MODERATE hike meanders in a long elliptical loop along
the ridge of Snows Mountain [2600 ft], on a rocky footbed.
Despite its modest distance, it is deceptively strenuous due
to variable footing and the many ups and downs of the ridge.
There are two lookouts with fine views to the east, and down
the Mad River valley. The trail begins at the Snow’s Mountain
Parking lot. About a third of the way up the former alpine ski
slope on the right hand side, it turns into the woods. Follow the
trail through a conifer woods and eventually out into a mature
hardwood forest. Once past the Greeley Ledge Trail on the left,
the trail comes close to, but does not intersect with the Snows
Mountain X-C ski trail, also on the left. Continue straight past
both of these and follow the yellow blazes into the woods. The
trail wanders up the northern side of the mountain.

Once the breezy ridge is attained, it levels off somewhat, and
soon a very short spur path for the upper outlook is on the
left. Continuing down the trail, the lower lookout is about five
minutes away. From this point, the trail descends somewhat
steeply at first, but soon joins a logging road grade that takes
you down the other side of the ridge. As the hike nears its
conclusion, the trail intersects the other end of the former
mountain bike route, on an old logging road. Continue straight
through the intersection, and soon, after a small brook crossing, the trail finishes in a private driveway. From there, one can
turn right and walk up the road, which soon terminates at the
edge of the former alpine ski slope on which you began; or,
walk down the road to the tennis courts, and cut through them
over to the parking lot, which is an easier, but longer route.

The trail begins at the north end of the Waterville Valley Ski
Area parking lot, and gradually ascends the southern side of
Tecumseh Brook for about 15 minutes, then crosses the brook
and climbs up the northern foothills with the ski area slopes
on the left. Eventually, it descends a small ravine and crosses
Tecumseh Brook again. Shortly after that, there’s a short spur
path on the left that takes you out to the ski slope for a view.
The next mile is straight up and rough and rocky and generally
slow-going. The Sosman Trail diverges left not far from the
summit. This short trail traverses the ridge past a great lookout
that gives excellent views to the east, before continuing on to
the cell tower at the summit of the High Country chair lift. The
Mount Tecumseh Trail, as it continues past the Sosman trail and
approaches the summit cone, divides in two, with a southern
route to the summit diverging left. Continuing straight, and
the trail curls around the northern side to the summit. Once
on top, the trail descends fairly steeply down the other side
toward Tripoli Road, through thick walls of conifers, into a col. It
then climbs again to the crest of the northern ridge, turns west
along the ridge, and not long after that there’s a spur path on
the left with very nice views to the west. Below this point, the
trail joins a logging grade and descends moderately down to
Tripoli Road.

Big Pines Trail
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